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The category TopB of topol~gi,call spaces over B is known to have a product, the fibred 
product. Sn order to determine exponential laws for this product, we construct firs8 a compact- 
open topology on a function space i>f partial maps with closed domain, and from this ccnstruct in 
TopB a fibred mapping space. Basic properties of this space are established, including conditions 
for exponentiai laws and for HaualdorfIness. 
compact-open topology function space 
exponentiaI law k -space 
fibred mapping space partial map 
0. fntrodl!lction 
Let Top denote the category of topological spaces and 
spaces and mags over a fixed space I.3 (spaces over I3 
q: Y-*a,v:Z-~*B,etc,and~apsp-,~ aremapsf:X-, 
opB the category of 
are maps p : X -+ 13, 
is welbknown that Top, has a product, the so called fibred product or pullback 
yJnq:xnv-, (Xfl Y is often written X xB Y) of p and q. We consider the 
question: when does the obvious pullback functor for q 
have a right adjointl! In other words when is there a fibred expotie&zl law giving a 
bijection 
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of r,. ‘KThe problem is to provide a topology for (YZ) and to obtain, at le.&St in some 
circa-\sr;;tances, such a fibred exponential aw. 
Analogous laws (previously called exponential laws .Df maps) have already been 
consildered in categories 9 where C is either the category of quasi-topologicsf 
spact:!s [2], the cattegory of f-spaces [4], or (generahsing e previous case) the 
category of A-generated spaces [12]; furthermore one of us has applied this 
construction to problems in homotopy theory f4, 5, 6, ‘73. However, the main 
purpose of this paper is to obtain a topology on (YZ) by al simple modification of 
the compact-open topology, and so relate thisspace to the more usual function 
spaces of General Topology. For this reason, and in order to make clear which 
results are valid in TolpB, we avoid working in a convealient category of topological 
spaces (except in Section 7). 
The fibred exponential aws are themselves derived from exponential aws &r 
garc maps (i.e. partial maps with closed domain) using a simple idea, the 
representability of part maps. The function space of part maps is likely to be of 
independent interest. 
T’he structure of this paper is as follows. Section 1 discusses the space of part 
maps (with the compact-open topology) and its exponential laws. Section 2 defines 
the fibred mapping space (YZ) for spaces Y, 2 over a Hausdordf space B and 
Section 3 gives the fibred exponential laws. Section 4 gives some elementary 
examples of fibred mapping spaces (more interesting ones will he considered in [S]) 
and !Section 5shows that (YZ) is Hausdorff if Z is HausdorfZ, B is locally compact 
and q : Y --) I3 is a submersion. Sufficient conditr.ons for maps to be submersions _ 
are discussed in Section 61. 
Section 7 contains a fe:w remarks describing the analogues of our arguments and 
results in convenient categories, in particular in the convenient category K of 
Gspaces. 
la a sequel [S] to this paper we relate our construction to the well-known Horn 
construction for vector bundles and to other constructiona., both new and old, in the 
theories of principal bundles, ex-spaces and relative lifting spaces. It is hoped that 
these two papers will give some idea of the breadth of applications of fihred 
mapping spaces. 
1 -. ~xponentiali Paws for partial maps 
If X, Y are spaces, then M(X, Y) will denote the set of all maps (i.e. continuous 
functions) .X + Y, and (X, Y) will denote the same set with the compact-open 
topology. (Xi ‘X = cii, then M(X., Y) has a unique element, namely the empty map 
indexed by Y. IIf XP 8, Y = 8, then M(X, Y) = 8.) 
to Y is a map A + Y fo 
is called a p~c m 
e set of all sue iteen 
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Our first s’mple observation is that P(X, Y) can be gi ven a compact-open 
topology which has as sub-basis the sets 
W(K, U) = {f E P(X, Y): f(K) c U) - 
for all compact subsets K of X and open subsets U of Y, where of course 
f(K) = {f(x): x E K, f(x) is defined}. The resulting space will be denoted by 
P(X, Y). Of course (X, Y) is in general non-Hausdorff, since any non-empty open 
set contains the empty map 0. 
Our second simple observation is that the functor X I+ lP(X9 Y) is representable. 
To prove this, let Y- be the set Y U {a~} (where w & Y) with the topology in which 
C is closed in Y- if aud only if C = Y- or C is closed in Y. 
lI?roposition PJ. The function 
h : M(X, Y-)-* P(X, Y), 
f Wf If-W 
is a homeomorphism. 
Tke proof is simple. 
This proposition enables facts on mapping spaces 
topology to be translated into new re:;uitts on part maps. 
need, first of all discussing functoriahty. 
with the compact-open 
We list the ones tha.t we 
Bropcbsition 12.(i) Maps f : W + X, g : ‘Y --) Z induce by composition maps 
g * : qx, Y) + P(X a 
f * : P(X, Y)-, R( w, Y). 
(ii) if X0, Ys are subspaces of X, Y swh: thut X0 is closecf, then P(Xo, Yo) is Q 
subspace of Y<X, Y). 
We recall that the exponential. function 
8 : M(X x Y, Z)+ M(X, M( Y, Z)), 
ww)(Y)=f(~~~Y)~ xEX,yEY,fEM(XXY,Z), 
is a well-defined injection. 
nition 8.3. The pair (X, Y) is called a pair if for all aipaces 2, the 
exponential function 8 : &4(X X Y, 2) -+ ‘:> is aurjective. 
te that (X, Y) is an exponential pair if (i) Y is locally c 
has a fundamental system of compac: 
10.4 
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which has the weak topology with respect to its compact subspaces. For non- 
ausdoti zipaces, it is more useful to study &spaces as defined in Section ‘7.) 
(Exponential OFW for part maps). ?%a: exponentid function 
is well-defined. 
0) If (X Y) is an exponential pai.r, then 8 is surjective. 
(ii) If X is Hausdorf, then 8 is continuous. 
(iii) If X, Y we Ekusdor;f, then 8 is a homkomo?phism into. 
These follo*.s from Proposition 1.1 and standard results on exponential laws 
, on replacing Z by Z”. 
emark I,!!. If Z is a singleton, then (Y, 2) coincides with the space of closed sets 
of X with the toplology considered in [1, #“7]. 
JRe 1.6. Similar methods give exponential aws for paw maps (partial maps 
with open &mains). ‘The representing space for paro maps from X to Y is 
Y’Z ‘Y U (0) with open sets U such that U = Y’ or U is open in Y. 
Let Y9 2, B be spaces and q : Y + B, r : Z -+ 23 be maps. For each b (Z B, let 
Yb := q-‘(b), Zb = r-‘(b). Let (YZ) be the set 
where M( V, zb) is as in Section 1. Let (qr) : (YZ)-+ B be the function with. F,bre 
over b E B the st:t M( Yb &). The conventional definition for M[& &) when Yb 
or_&, is empty implies that 
(qt)( YZ) = (B \ q(Y)) lJ r(Z)* 
now on that B is T,; then each filbre Yb is closed. (The assumption 
ened in many places to the assumption that cerrhin lmaps 
This topology has as a sub-basis the sets W( IV) = (~~)-~( U) fur all u’ open in B and 
FV(.A, V) = {f E (Yis): f(A) f: V} for all compact subsets A of Y and open sub/sets 
V of 27. (Notice that if f : Y& 3 ;zIb where Yb is empty, then f belongs to any 
W(A, V).) The space (YZ) ~81 be called the fib,+& mapping qpace of Y into Z over 
B, and the map (qr) : (YZ)-+ B the fibred mupping projection or functional 
projection of (YZ) to B. 
g * : 44+* (qs), 
f* : (qr)+ (pr). 
(ii) If q : Y + B, r : Z + B are rw~~s and B. is a closed subspalze of 3, thm 
(Y&-J is’ a subspace of (YZ), where Yo is q -‘(&) and ZO := r -‘(&). 
Proof. This follows easily from properties of part maps and initial topologies. 
This result will be given in three parts, i.e., Theorems 3.1, 3.3 and 3.5. Let 
p : X + B, q : Jr’--) B be maps. The fibre,d p&iUCt p f7q with the two projections 
Ph “-)Pq Bmf + q is, of course, the product in the .categoty ~~~~~. In order to 
apply the n~ethods of part maps, we n*$ed $0 assume Xf”I Y is ckc)sed irlr X x Y. So for 
Go~~~nie~ce we assure for the re~ai~~~er of this section that B’ is ~au,~~io~ and leave 
the reader to see how the results apply under the weaker hypothesis that the 
pullback spaces which occur are close:d. 
Tb4rorem 3.1. Let p : x + B, q : Y-+3, r: Z+43 be maps. T&en &--2 is a 
exponent~ai? functiofi 
which fur f : Xi7 Y +Z a map ouer 
(x, y ) E XI7 Y and whicli is injective and 
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unique empty 
~(q++.o = p: 
the pare map 
continuous. 
RI. &wth, 
a.4ap Yb 3 Z& Thus 4(f) : X 4 (YZ) iis a function over E’., But 
which is continuous, and i 0 4(f) = OCf’)!, where f’ : I~ X Y +-b % is 
corresponding to f, and so i 0 #cf) is continuous. Hence 4 cf) is 
me injectivity of 4 is immediate;, and details of naturalliiy are left to the reader. 
34. The above proof does not use the continuity of p, q: r except QO ensure 
ll Y and the fibres of q are closed. 
(p, q) denote M(p,q) with the compact-open topology. 
3.3. (ill If _X is Hausdofl, then 4 : (pS (qr)) is continuous. 
and Y are Hausdofl, then 4 is a homeomorphism into. 
ro&. (i) It follows from [13, XII U(a)] that a sub-basis for (p, (qr)) Iconsists of 
the sets W(C, W(D, V)), W(C, W(U)) for C compact in X5 D compact in Y, V 
rope11 in Z and La open in B. But in this space W(C, W(U)) is either the whole 
space or the emp;cy set according as p(C) is or is not contaiaed im U, and 
4”(‘ W(C, W(D, V))) = W(C X D, V). Hence 4 is ccntinuous. 
(ii) By [13, XXI S.l(b)J a ssb-,basis for the open sets of M@llq, r) consists of sets 
of the form W(CflD, V) for C, 12 compact in X, Y respectively and V open in 2. 
The result follows easiJp. 
ehaition 3,8. If p : X + B is a map and A c B then X i -4 will denote the space 
p-‘(A) and p 1 A the restriction of p to X 1 .A. Then p is said to be locally tritial 
with fibre F if each b E B has a,n open neighbourhood U such that there is an 
associated homeomorphism ub : p 1 u + t9 where t : F x U -+ U is the projection. 
heorem 3.5, The exponential function 4 : M (p flq, t)+ M(p, (qr)) is a surjection 
(and hence a bijection) if shy one of the folZowing 1& of conditions is satisfied. 
(ia) (X, Y) is an exponential pair. 
(!P) kJ9 Y are Hausdofl and X fl Y, Y are k -spaces. 
(4:) X = F % A where F is Hausdor& A C B, p : X --, I? is the projection, Y is a 
Halusdorf k -space (and F x ( Y 1 A) is a k -space. 
(Id) Y = G x A where X, G aye Hausdorf, A C B, q : Y --) B is the projection, and 
C :g A and G x [X 1 A ) are k -spaces. 
(e) p is locally trivial with Hausdoflfibre F! Y is a Hausdofl 16 -space a& F x Y is 
a k-space. 
{f) 13 is Tegirkzr. X is Hkusdorfg, q is locally trivial wbtk Hastsdorfffibre 1(ci such that 
and @ x X are k-spaces. 
gmc4 is removed to Section 8. 
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that ps = lB. We write se-c 
compact-open topology. 
p for the set seep of sections to 11 topologised with the 
are maps, thar, there is a natural injection 
4(f)(b)= f 1 Yb: Y,+&, f E 
If Y is a Hausdofl k-space, thw 4 : (4, a)+ set (,qr) is Q homeomorphisz. 
roof. This follows easi.ly from Theorem 3.3 and 
p = I8 and noticing that le flq z q i\nd SE@) 
orem 3.5(c), putting A = B, 
There are two 
they require the 
more corollaries covering the 
following prelimina:ry result. 
r is a trivial fibration; 
Lemma 3.8. (i) Given a map q : ‘k’ --$ B and a space W; 1 f t = t(W) denotes the 
projection W x B -+ B, then 
6 : M( y, W)+ M(q, 0, s(f) == (f, q), f E M’C i-vg W) 
5 J bijection. In other wwds the fum:tor 
TOPB -+ Top, (q : Y-+B)w Y, (f:p+q)‘+(If:Jc -+ Y) 
is left adjoint to the functor 
Top-, Top,, w I+ t(W), (f: w-+ W’)w (f x 1s). 
(ii) If Y is Hausdog, then 6 : M( Y, W) + n4K (q, t) is a hcwzeomorphism. k 
Proof. (i) 5 is clearly a well defined function. If s : W x E + W denotes the 
projection, then we define 
6’ : M(q, t )-, A@(Y; W:,l 6’(g) = sg, g E M(q, t). 
Now 66’ ~;ind 6’5 are identity functions and so 6 is a bijection. 
We notice that 5’ is continuous, for it is th e composite of the inclusion 
M(q, t)+M(Y, W x B) and the mlap M( Y, VV x B)+ M( Y, WI induced by the 
projection W x B + W. 
(ii) The composite of e qnd the inclusion (q t)+M( Y9 W x B) is also the: 
composite 
(Y, Iv-a’ (Y, !N)xNI(Y,L?) -=-+M(Y, W x B), r) 
where S is f I+ (j, q) and q is the standard bijection. Grtainly 6 is 
+q is continuous s&e Y is HausdorfI, so e is continuous. 
homeomorphism. 
The next, result will be applied elsewhere to t roblerr 
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cohomologjf of pullback spaces; rts E-space version is (implicitly) the centrak concept 
in the ;argument of [7]* 
. are flaps? W is a space and t = 
+ 8, tima there is a natural injection 
I/? : M(XT: ‘;‘; W)-+ M(p, (qt)), whw = WX, Yi, d9h 
f E M(XI-!Y; IV), ~(x,y)EXn Y. 
t(i) If p9 q mtisfy aiity one of the conditions (a) l Q l (f) of Theorem 3.5 then Q+ is a 
swjection. 
(ii) If X and Y are Hausdorff then + : (p, (qt)) is a 
ko~meomorghim nto. 
roof. # is the composite of 4 of Theorem 3.3, and 6 of Lemma 3.8. 
The next result is relevant to the problem of computing #lhe cohomology of the 
total space of a fibration (a relative version of ii;he corresponding result in the 
cateigory I has already been used to study H”(E, F; P) for a fibration 
F-ME y+ B [S, pp. 3343361 and [6, p. 21)). 
coroky MO. If q :Y-*Ginzmap, Wisaspaceandt=t(W): WxB+Bthen 
there Is a natural injection 
7 : M( Y, W)+ s~~2(qt), qCfNb?(y) = U(Y), b), 
fEM(Y,W),yEY; b=q(y). 
If Y is a Hausdo fl k -space, ,then q : (Y, W) --i, set (q, t) is a homeomorphism. 
reef. q is the composite of 4 of Corollary 3.7 and 6 of Lemma 3.8. If X and Y 
are spaces then 
(X, Y)xX-* Y, v;x)w f(x), f E: M(X, Y), x EX, 
is called the evaluation fw&on fix (X, Y); it is well-known that if X is locally 
compact hen e is contimious. We conclude this section by examining the fibred 
mapping space a gue of e ; the result will prove useful in Section 4 below. If 
q: Y-43, r:Z- are maps, then 
will be calie e evaluation function for [qr). 
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. 27 are spaces and q : Y -3 ,I:, r : Z -+ * are maps the sitq$eton 
then (YZ) may be identified with the usual function space (Y, Z)j. FWrn 
this and Proposition 2.2(ii) we deduce: 
or0 g If : Y -+ B, r : Z --) B are maps, ihen for each b in B the fibre of (qr) 
over b is the space (yb, zb)* 
Notice also that if B = *, then the Gbred exponential laws of Section 3 reduce to 
the usual exponential aws for topological spaces. 
le 4.3. Suppose now that q : Y + B is a map and r : Z -+ B is the inclusion of 
the subspace 2 of B. Then there is a contimious bijection g : (YZ)-+ 2 U 
(B L q(Y)) which is a homzomorphism if B is Hzusdoti. 
Proof. The projection (qr) : (YZ)-, B is corltinu3us, and (since r : 2 -+ B is an 
inclusion) is injective and has range A = 2’ U (LI A q(Y)). So (qr) restricts to a 
continuous bijection g : (YZ)-, A. However, the ;>rojection A ll Y -+ 2 is continu- 
ous, and helz.ce, by Theorem 3.1 and the HausdoT condition on B, the adjoint map 
A --?, (YZ) is continuous. Since this map is g-l, the result follows. 
Example 4.4. If q: Y+B, a:2 -43 tire both inclusions of subspaces and B is 
Hausdorff, then (YZ) is homeomorphic to (B y Y) U (IT n 2). (This follows from 
Example 4.3.) 
Examplle 4.5. If q : Y --, 13 is a map, and B is MausdorR, then (q 18) : (YB)-+ B is a 
homeomorphism. (This follows from Exampk 4.3.) 
pie 4.C. If r : .Z 3 B is a map, then there is a natural bijection g : Z -+ (BZ) 
owa B. If B ip Hausdorff then g is continuou;n. If also B is locally compact, the=11 g is
a homeonaorphism. 
&mf. The fu nction g is defined by the rule that if z EE &, then g(z) : (b} -+ 
villue x. Thu!, g is adjoint to the projection 2TIB A+ Z and so is continuous 
Hausdorff. juppoae B is 10c~ally cornpa&. Then the evaluation fb2ict:ion 
e : (BZ)ZB =+ Z is continuous (l?roposition 3. ); since g -’ is t!ie composite of e 
and the canonical identification (BZ)-+ (BZ )n + is continucW5. 
Theorem 5.L Assume ;?: is Hausdorff und q : Y -9 R kc@ he following pr0peaty : if 
v c Y, then q(y) has a neighbourhood c which is the image by q of a compact subset 
k of Y such that A n q-lq(y) = (y}. TheFs (YZ) is _Hausdo$. 
RIMS. Let f : Yb --3 &, g : ‘yr, + Zbr, bslong to (YZ ’ and suppose f ic g. 16 b # b’, 
then. we can choose disjoint neighbourhsods V9 1,~ ’ of b3 b’ so that (qt)“( V), 
(qrr’( V’j are disjoint neighbourhoods of f, g. Suppose b = b’. Since f# g, Yb is 
non-lempty and SC there is a y in Yb such that f(y) # g(y). Let U, U’ be disjoint 
neighbourhoods of f(y), g(y). Let C, A be as in the assumptions of the tkorem. 
Then f e W(A, U), g E W(A, U’) and so 
W(A, u) n (tl’)-1(c), 
W(A:, W’) 13 (qr)-‘(C) 
a.re disjc int neighbourhoods of h g respectivelg. This completes the proof. 
Recall that a map q : Y + I3 is a submersion if for each y in Y there is a 
neighbourhood V of q(y) arid map h : V-+ Y such that Aq(y)= y and qA = Iv. 
Various sufficient conditions for maps to be submersions are given in the next 
section. . 
Corollary 5.2. If Z is Hausdofl, B is Qcal!ly compact and q : Y --p B is a tiubversion, 
then (YZ) is Hausdofl. 
Proposition 5,3. Let G x B -+ B be the projection where G is a space with more than 
one element and B is rwt locally compact,, Then (G x B G x B) is rcot Hausdo@. 
Ler b be a point of B which has no compact neighbourhood. Let 
fi g : G X (b}-+ G x {b} be two distinct elements of (G x B G x B) (e.g. constant 
maps to different points of G) and suppose 
.M= W(u)n W(C*,U,)n l ** n W(c&,U,) 
is a basic neighbourhaod of f and 
f+f = W(V) n W(B,, v-1) n l ’ l n V(D,, Vn) 
is F. basic neigkbourhood of g. Then 
X B and so its projection p(E) in B is not a nejghbourhood of b. 
ence there is an eienlenr b in (U n V) \ p(E:). Let h : G x (x}+ G x {.u} be the 
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It is clear that any locally trivial map, either ix1 our seme or in the sense of [13, p. 
4043, is a subme&an. ,.: 
6.1. If q : Y + B is Q Hurewicz fibration and B is a CW-complex therz qis a 
submersion. 
Proof. This follows from the result [13, p. 406: Corollary 4.41, that q is locally trivial 
in the sense of [ 13, p. 4041. 
A stronger result can be obtained using an (as yet) unpublishced resuit of P.R. 
Keath, that Hurewicz fibrations with LEC base spaces are regular. 
Theorem 6.2. (R. Brown and P.R. Heath). If q : Y + B is a Hurewicr fibration and 
B is an LEC space, then q is a subrnersim 
3s generalises 6.1 because CW-complexes are L&C spaces [141. 
Prosf. LEC spaces are locally contractible [ 141. Let V’ be a neighbourhood of q (y ) 
in B and 4t : V-+ B be a homotopy such that & is an inclusion and 41 is the 
constant map relative to q(Y). 
The constant map 4i lifts to V --, (y} and #t lifts regularly to ~5,. Then & is a 
section to q over ‘V taking q(y) to :I, hence q is a submersion. 
If X is any pointed sp;lce then q : PX --) X will denote the path fiibration over X. 
Theorem 6.3. If X is a space such that all of rh.e ittdtssions (IL} + JX of its points are 
closed cofibrations, i.e. X is a Tt-space with no ldegemmate points, then q t PX + /X is 
a submersion. 
Proof, Let x0 be the base point of X 2nd y : I + X’ be a path in X with y(O) == XO, 
#y(l) = x1. By [lo, 7.3.6(C)] there is a map u : X 3 [U, m[ and a map 4 : X&, --I) X, 
where 
XU, =((x,t)EXXI:O~tQnin{ujx),l}}, 
such that u (xl) = 0, t#&.O) = x for all x E X, and 4(x, u (x)) = n if u (x) s 1. Let 
U = tP([O, 11) and v(y) = (1 + u(y))-‘, y E U. Define a map 4 : U x I -+ X by 
h MY )I, QGtSv(y), 
#(y* 0 = 
4(y,(l- t)(l+ u(y)), Q(Y)< t si 1. 
Then $J is continuous and its adjoint $‘: 
t#?f’(x,) = A. 
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Jfp: is a submersion and f : A + B is a map, then the induces 
map pf : XI-IA + A is a submen ion. 
f. This is easy and left to the reader. 
It follows, from Corollary 5.2 and the results of this section, t 
fibred mapping spaces mosr likelrr to arise n applications to homotopy theory are 
ausdorff. 
7. 
cause the usual topological category oes not have a function and 
c;t satusfying an exponential law (i.e is not a Cartesian closed orY: ) 
rious other related catego;& have been proposed as replacements. In this 
section we discuss their signifkanc?= Zor fbred exponentis! laws. 
7.1. llte categmy of Hausdorf k qaces . 
This was on: of the first convenient categories proposed [9], 
considered by unction s?sce is the k-ilication of the usual 
function space wevr ihe difficulty which arises here is that many 
fibred mapping spaces, and presumably also their Cc-ifications, are not HausdorK 
7.2. The categuy of t-spaces 
This category is considered in [3, pp. 276-2791, and also in [ 18 p. 5543 (where it is 
1, 2, 3 extend to this 
and continuous maps is 
so r hat if’ X is a t-space at 
denote the set of al1 pare maps X -+ Y 
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(Exponential law for part maps in ). Given f-spaces X, Y, Z the 
nc km 
6: x, Y, ‘Z)-+ 
-defined homeomorphism. 
That 8 is a well-defined bijection folkows from the exponential Iaw in 
[4, Theorem IA]). That 8 is a homeomorphism now follows from a sEandard 
argument using associativity of the product and the fact that all the spaces 
concerned lie in 
Now let !3 be a f-space and let Ke denote the category of f-spaces over B. This 
category has a product, namely the pull-back space Xll, Y [4, p. 3121 with 
projection plli4 : Xn, Y --) B. If p : X --j B, q : Y --) B are f-spaces over 13, then 
K@, q) = fM@, q> k the space of maps in Ks. 
Definition 7.2. Let 9 : Y + B, r : 2 --) B be maps in K, where B is T1. Let. (1-Z)” 
have the same underlying set as (YZ) but with the initial topology with respect o 
the two functions 
Let ( YZ)r = t(( YZ)+), and let (qr jt denote the project ian (YZ),d B. 
Theorem 7.3. (Fibred exponential law for f-spaces). If p : X --) B, q : Y -!I B, 
I : Z 3 B are maps in K and B is t-Hausdog, then the exponential functiorl 
is well-defined and is a homeomorphism. 
roof. The proof that 4 is a bijection is analogous to that of Theorems 3.1,3.5, but 
using Theorem 7.1 i,rstead of Theorem 1.4. We also use [4, Lemma S.l] to ensure 
that XT‘lr Y is a subspace of X xv Y, and the f-~ausdorff condition to ensure that 
Xfl, Y is closed in X xI Y. That 4 is a homeomorphism now iollows by a standard 
argument. 
*ight-adjoints are unique, Theorem 7.3 shcgrs rhat (qr), 
coincides with the fibred mapping space projection of [3, pu. 280]. Furthe:d*, our pare 
ap approach explains the requirement for B to be WIausdorB in [3, r?, 2801 and in 
)f to be 6 aus 
l!8'4 RI. Bimk, R. Brtnm 
vchich imply irt is Hausdorff (as in Section 5) or when B is a point (fo-;* then 
(‘I’IZ” jr= K( I!, Z) which is B-Hausdorff if 2 is Mausdorff 111, p. 271). 
(3) The remarks of this section extend to other convenient categories ([18, 19,12, 
Theorem 3 $41). 
Let f : Ip’ -+ (YZ) Ice a map over B. Then g = &“cf) is a function Xt”I Y -4 Z 
over B, and the only problem is to prove g continuous. 
(a) Let f’ ‘L= i 0 f : X --3 P( Y, Z). Since (X, Y) is an exponential pair, Vu’) is a 
continuous part map X X Y - Z. But g = S-‘cf’) as functions, s13 g is continuous. 
lib) Let C be ai compact subset of Xii Y. We have to prove g 1 C continuous. Let 
A be image of C under the projection Xfl Y + X. Then A is compact. So (A, Y) is 
an exponential pair, since Y and hence A X Y is a hr-ausdorff k-space. So 
#~-‘cf 1 A) : A fl1Y -+ Z is continuous. Since C is contained if APi Y, it follows that 
g 1 C, and hence also g, is continuous. 
(c) Xn Y is homeomorphic to .F x (Y 1 A) and the result follows from Qb). 
(d) Xfl Y is homeomorphic to G X (X 1 A ) 2nd the res*At follows from (b). 
(e) IIt is sufficient to yrluve that if p f U is trivial then, &‘cf I U) = g I U is 
continuous on its domain (X 1 U)fl Y = (Xll Y)i U. Since U is open F ?( (2” 1 U) is 
an open subspace of the k: -space F X Y and hence is a k-space [14, 1.5.3, p. lo]. 
Also p I U is ez;sentially the projection F x U -+ U fol!cwed by the inclusion 
U-+ B, so the result follows from (c). 
(f) The proof of this depends on a result of [a], and is given there (Corollary 1.6). 
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